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2023 COLLECTION JUST LANDED IN MIAMI

In the heart of the vibrant Miami Design District, which makes design its stylistic hallmark, the Minotti

Miami by DDC Group flagship store is enriched with the shapes and colours of the 2023 Collection. 

The space, characterised by a regular floor plan symmetrically divided into three areas, is distinguished

by the presence of Red Gum panelling, a Brazilian wood with particularly warm tones. This creates an

evocative contrast with the minimalism of the cement walls, the resin floor and the Warm Grey glossy

lacquered fireplace, which stands out in the centre of the space. Monumental panels covered in the

same wood turn into dynamic elements, opening up the view between the different living, dining and

night areas.

The layout design, by Minotti Studio, conveys a cosy and relaxed atmosphere, in perfect harmony with

its surroundings. Decorations, works of art and bright mustard-coloured accents blend with the

dominant tones of white and grey, highlighting the furnishing proposals for an immersive design

experience.

The latest additions to the 2023 Collection include the distinctive curved elements of

the Goodman seating system, designed by Rodolfo Dordoni, which create an unusual home theatre

composition alongside the Torii Bold seats by Nendo. In another living area, the airy volumes of

Rodolfo Dordoni's Dylan seating system and the enveloping curves of the Raphael armchairs designed

by the GamFratesi duo create an exquisite composition. 

Comfort meets rational design in the night area, which welcomes the rigorous line of Horizonte Bed,

the design with a sartorial aesthetic by Marcio Kogan / studio mk27.

A scenographic environment that blends design and art, reflecting the dynamism of the Design District -

a veritable open-air gallery of showrooms, museums and art installations.
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